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Below is a list of changes in the DBPLUS Performance Monitor system for monitoring Microsoft SQL 
Server instances.  

New in version 2020.1 

 A mechanism for formatting and parsing queries  

In the new version of the application for the SQL Server platform, we have added a mechanism for 
formatting and parsing queries run on the monitored instance. This is the first version of this function 
and will be developed by subsequent releases. In the current version, the parsing mechanism is 
available only on the Show Plan Objects screen in the SQL Details tab. 
 
In the current version, the Show Plan Objects view showed the content of the query in unformatted 
form. 

 
 
The new function is available in two modes: 

▪ manual, 
▪ automatic. 

In the manual mode, after enter Show Plan Objects and press the [Parse SQL Query] button, the query 
is formatted and parsed. Formatting the query changes the presentation in the SQL TEXT window to 
a form that facilitates query analysis. 
The parsing function in the current version gives the opportunity to highlight columns that belong to 
the given object participating in the query. In the following case, the [SystemUserRoles], table was 
selected on the query, and all columns associated with the table. 
 
Depending on the object that the User indicates, the objects are marked in different colors: 

▪ Table (green), 
▪ Indexes (yellow). 

The highlighting is performed in both the SQL TEXT and EXPLAIN_PLAN fields. 

 
 
As part of the mechanism, it is possible to select the range of highlighted objects on the query. To 
change the configuration, click the [cog] button on the Show plan Objects page. 
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As a result of the click, a window will open where the User can choose: 
▪ SQL Parser – On demand/Automatic – parsing mode. 

Depending on the mode, when the User enter the Show Plan Objects screen, the query will be 
automatically formatted and parsed (Automatic mode). 

▪ Higlight columns - depending on the selection, the columns in the query will be highlighted 
▪ Highlight color – color selection for table / index highlight. 

 
 

Depending on the selected option (checkbox selected), the User can highlight columns located in any 
part of the analyzed query. 
Each time after parsing the query, the User will receive information about the status of the performed 
operation. Under the first version of the parser mechanism, not all types of queries were handled. 
Support for subsequent queries will be added in each subsequent release. 
If everything went well, the button on the right will be presented in this form: 

 
In case the query was formatted correctly, however, there was a problem with reading all objects 
from the query: 

 
When the "X" character is presented after parsing, it means that the query could not be properly 
formatted as well as the parsing done. Support for such queries will be provided in subsequent 
version updates. 

 

1.1.1 Format SQL text queries  

On each page where the query text is presented, a [SQL Format] button has been added, after which 
query text will be formatted.  
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 Quick access to session history for queries 

In the new version of the application we have added the ability to quickly go to session history for a 
given query. In the DBPLUS Performance Monitor application, the [+] button will always appear when 
the Query hash query identifier is presented (after press this button a window with available actions 
appears). In the new version, apart from the option to go to the SQL Details screen, the option to go 
to session history has been added. 

 
 

After pressing the button, a session history window dedicated to the given query is opened. The 
window always opens in the context of a given day (sysdate). The user also has the option of applying 
several filters available so far on the session history screen. 
A quick transition to the session history screen speeds up the analysis of the performance of a given 
query and enables, e.g. identification of the User who performs the analyzed query. 
 
The option of going to session history by pressing the button available on the bar above the query 
text has been added to the SQL Details screen. 
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 Grid manager on Load Trends/SQL details pages 

We have introduced the function of change the settings for tables visible on application pages. The 
ability to change settings will be introduced in stages, each release will be followed by additional 
tables. This was first introduced on the Load Trends and SQL Details pages. 
The User for these tables on the pages can change for each of the columns: 

▪ Order of displayed columns 
▪ Visibility of columns 
▪ Change the format 
▪ Change of precision 
▪ Change of width 

Additionally, it is now possible to hide the Summary row on each page, using the settings available 
after press the [cog] icon. As before, the data contained in the grid can be freely exported to a file. 
 
The order of displayed columns 
To change the order of columns, click on the header of the column, hold down the mouse button, 
drag the columns and drop them to the desired place on the table. 

 
 
Visibility of columns 
To hide a column, right-click on the column header to be hidden. A popup menu will open where the 
Hide column button should be selected. The indicated column is hidden.  

 
 
To reveal a column, click the [cog] button in the upper right corner of the table. After the popup 
menu open, select the [Show hidden columns] option, then indicate the column you want to 
rediscover in the table. The uncovered column will appear last on the right side of the table. 
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Change of data format / precision 
To change the data format settings, precision, right-click on the column heading where you want to 
change the data. After making changes, save the changes by click [Apply] button. 

 
 
Change of width 
To change the column width, click the column edge, hold and move it to the right or left to change 
the width. 
The current solution used in the DBPLUS application adjusts the width of the columns to the width of 
the screen. Therefore, with many columns in the table, the width of the columns will always be 
converted in proportion to the width of the screen. 

 
 
Storage of table configurations 
The configuration for each of the tables is saved in two ways: at the browser cache level on the user's 
computer or in the repository database. 
In order to permanently save the settings to the repository database, Windows authorization must 
be enabled in the DBPLUS Performance Monitor application (enabled at the Configuration Wizard 
level), and the Security module (Menu Configuration> Setings: Security "ON") must be started. The 
settings are saved for all monitored instances for each user separately. 
 
Restore default settings 
If User need to return to the default settings, they can do this by click the cog button and select 
[Restore grid defaults]. 
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At any time, the User can restore the default setting for a given column by click on the [Restore 
defaults] button for a given column. 
 
SQL Details 
On the SQL Details screen, the User had the option of change the table presentation by check 
additional checkboxes. In the latest version of changes, grid is possible after select the appropriate 
item in the Grid view list: 

▪ General statistics (default view), 
▪ Statistics per 1 exec (view with columns converted into a single execution), 
▪ Additional time Details (view contains information about interrupted queries). 

 
 
After choosing the right view, changing the settings for columns and table is analogous to that 
described earlier for Load Trends. Changes can be defined for each view separately. 

 Monitoring of interrupted queries 

In the new version we have added the functionality of monitoring interrupted queries. Interrupted 
queries are those that were started on the database (they used CPU database resources, memory, 
etc. during processing), but were not successful. Monitoring involves collecting information about 
queries: 

▪ interrupted manually by the user, 
▪ z-timeout by the SQL engine e.g. as a result of a long block, 
▪ z-timeout due to deadlock, 
▪ interrupted manually while wait in the lock. 

 
This information is collected based on event monitoring. Information collection is controlled by new 
parameters, also added in the new version of the application. These parameters are available in the 
main menu Configuration> Settings and they are: 

▪ CANCELED SNAPSHOT FREQUENCY – the time interval between snapshots that retrieve 
information about broken queries. The shorter the time, the more accurate the monitoring 
of interrupted queries, 

▪ MONITOR_CANCELED_LOCKING – queries interrupted due to blockage, 
▪ MONITOR_CANCELED_QUERIES – queries interrupted by the user. 

 
Only monitoring of queries interrupted due to blocking is enabled (MONITOR_CANCELED_LOCKING 
parameter set to ON) by default. To enable monitoring of user interrupted queries, manually change 
the MONITOR_CANCELED_QUERIES parameter to ON (default OFF). 
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Statistics of interrupted queries are visible collectively for the entire SQL instance in the LoadTrends 
tab. These statistics are calculated when there is a query interrupt event in each snap (caused by the 
user, due to blocking or timeout). 
Information on the number of interrupted queries can also be verified using the Compare Trends 
mechanism to compare statistics for individual days or periods with each other. 

 
 

There are three new statistics: 
▪ Deadlock wait time, 
▪ Lock timeout/cancel – time of interrupted query waiting on lock, 
▪ Elapsed Canceled – query time interrupted by the User. 

If a high level of one of the statistics is found in the monitored database, the User can verify which 
queries are interrupted. To search for queries, go to the SQL 3d or Top SQL screen, where new 
statistics have been made available for searching. 

 
 
Information about new statistics is also visible on the detail screen of each query on the SQL Details 
page. To do this, select the dedicated Additional time details table view, which contains columns 
showing the duration of queries that have been interrupted (unsuccessful). After select the 
appropriate column, the time query waited in Deadlock (see the figure below) is visible on the chart.  
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 Remembering settings on the screen 

In the new version of the application we have added the function of remembering the last indications 
made by the User. The function works at the level of database details (Instance Analysis) and consists 
in remembering the last selection / indication or filter that is selected or searched by the User on a 
given page in the application. 
If we have a "clickable" chart presented on the page, the selected snap indication on the chart is 
remembered. 

 
 
Remembering works only within a given database and after the analysis (exiting to Dashboard or 
changing the database to another one) the application returns to the default settings. 
This feature is based on remembering and saving information at the user's session level. Clearing the 
browser cache returns to the default settings. 

 New Jobs screen 

In the latest version we have modified the Jobs screen. The change consists in adding job information 
to the DBPLUS repository (downloaded from the monitored instance at 15-minute intervals), 
changing the appearance of individual screens, as well as increasing the detail of downloading data 
by the steps performed within a given job. Information on Jobs is available in two tabs: 

▪ Current Jobs (containing a list of all Jobs saved to the repository), 
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On the screen for the User a list of jobs downloaded from the repository is presented. The list can be 
freely filtered based on: 

▪ Job names, 
▪ Job description, 
▪ Owner 
▪ Category, 
▪ Accessibility (Enabled / disabled). 

Job removed from the database are still available in the repository and can be viewed by checking 
the checkbox: Show dropped jobs. 
After clicking on a row in the table, the user will be presented with information about the job. The 
current configuration as well as the commissioning schedule will be displayed. In addition, the [+] 
button is presented in the name column for each row, after which you can add a given job to the 
clipboard: Add to jobs list (for later analysis) or go directly to the startup history: View jobs details. 

 
 

▪ Jobs History (contains information about all jobs started). 
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The screen contains information about the run history for each job in the analyzed SQL instance. The 
table lists of jobs performed at a given time. In addition, the User can filter the list as on the previous 
tab using: 

▪ Job names, 
▪ Job description, 
▪ Owner 
▪ Category, 
▪ Duration, 
▪ Status, 
▪ Accessibility (Enabled / disabled). 

 
By selecting a row in the table, the User receives information on the entire process with a breakdown 
into individual steps (Steps tab) along with the status for each of the steps separately. The Graph tab 
presents all runs of the selected job in the selected time range. The Properties tab presents the 
configuration (steps and schedule) based on selected job. 
By selecting the options: In Progress (online), we also get the opportunity to check the status of 
currently performed jobs on the SQL instance. 

 
 

Notice! Granting new permissions when upgrading the application! 
The use of new data on jobs requires new rights to system views for the monitoring user (list of views 
presented in the figure below). In the process of updating the DBPLUS Performance Monitor 
application, the administrator will be asked if he agrees to grant additional rights: 

 
 

If consent is given, new monitoring user privileges for all monitored SQL instances will be granted as 
part of the upgrade process. In the absence of consent, User can grant permissions at any time from 
the level of DBPLUS Configuration Wizard. To do this, go to the settings screen for a given SQL 
instance by clicking the [cog] icon, then select [Refresh privileges]. 
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On the newly opened screen, simply confirm that you want to refresh permissions by clicking [Refresh 
Privileges] again without having to check any checkboxes. 

 
 

If you are not accepted to automatically grant permissions to system views containing job information 
and you do not refresh the permissions manually, when entering the jobs screen, you will see a 
message saying no access with information about the possibility of giving new permissions. 

 Export / Import statistics of monitored databases 

In the latest version we have added the ability to export / import data collected by DBPLUS 
Performance Monitor. The user makes both export and import within the same platform, in this case 
SQL Server. In the current version, the mechanism allows to export the entire database (without date 
range) as well as selected periods and monitoring modules. Import requires a previously configured 
repository database, and the result is the addition imported database as a new Sql instane to the 
current repository. 
The imported database is added to the monitoring by default. Collecting data through the "Scheduled 
Outages" mechanism is blocked (performance statistics are not collected). Enabling statistics 
collection of an imported database is possible by changing the settings in the Configuration> 
Scheduled Outages menu for the appropriate SQL Instance. 
 
SQL Instance export 
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The export can be made from the level of DBPLUS Configuration Wizard. After starting the program, 
the user goes to the details screen of the instance whose data user wants to export by clicking the 
button [cog] next to the given database. Then it goes to the Export tab, like below: 
 

 
 
The next step is to select the export option. The user can configure: 

▪ date range for which statistics going to be exported (if selected), 
▪ minimum duration of queries (queries below this value will not be exported), 
▪ maximum export file size (another file will be created above this size). 

 
Additionally, the user can choose which data will be exported by select options: 

▪ Include IO stats 
▪ Include Space Monitor Stats 
▪ Include locks and sessions stats 
▪ Include alerts 
▪ Include system tables. 

 
If the "Include system tables" option is selected, online access to the exported database is required 
to download the data. 
 
After selecting the data for export, indicate the directory where the data file will be saved. A log file 
will be created in the export directory with information on what data has been exported, and saved 
data with the exported file or files (depending on the size of the export). 
 
SQL Instance import 
The import process can also be performed from the Dbplus Configuration Wizard. The imported 
database can be added as a new instance as well as part of an instance previously configured for 
monitoring. The import is started by clicking the "Repository settings" link from the Configuration 
Wizard and then user goes to the Import tab as shown below: 
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The first step in importing an SQL Instance is to point to the file with the previously exported 
database. In case of many export files (the export may contain several files), as the file to be imported, 
the user indicates file with the extension * .zip. After selecting file, information about the content of 
files will be presented. 
Then indicate whether the user wants to create a new instance after import or add statistics to an 
existing database in monitoring. 
 
Important! If you select an existing instance, remember to monitor the continuity of monitored data. 
If the date ranges overlap, some data may be overwritten and lost without being able to be restored. 
 
After selecting the appropriate option, the Sql instance import from the file begins by clicking the 
[Import] button. After the import is completed, a message about successful import will be presented 
or error information will be presented, and the details will be saved to the log file created in the 
import directory. 
After successful import, the instance will be added to the repository and visible in the Configuration 
Wizard, as shown below: 
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The instance will also be visible from the Dashboard screen. All imported statistics will be available 
on the Dbplus Performance Monitor screens, similarly to a running instance. Some screens present 
data directly by downloading it from the monitored database, in such cases information will only be 
visible if such a connection is possible. 
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 General improvements 

1.8.1 Separate Plans as the default chart in SQL Details 

In the latest version we have changed the default settings in the application related to the default 
chart made available on the Graph tab on the SQL Details page. 
This chart presents the statistics selected in the table, broken down into explain plans. If the query is 
made based on several plans, each query explain plan will be marked with a different color in the 
table and bar in the chart. To change the chart type and return to the previous version, select a 
different chart type, e.g. Column. 

 

1.8.2 Change data filtering (Wait) 

In the new version of the application we have modified the wait dictionary, after which the user can 
filter information. In the older version, filter data based on wait was only possible by indicate wait 
marked as affecting performance. In the latest version User can add any type of wait to the filter. 

 
 
Changes are available on every screen where filters for wait are available: 

▪ Online sessions (Sessions), 
▪ Session history (Sessions > Session/Sort/Undo history), 
▪ Waits (Waits >Days Compare/Period Compare). 

1.8.3 Slow SQLs adds the Buffer quality column  

In the new version we have added the Buffer quality column on the Slow SQLs screen. This 
information will allow the User to estimate whether the query is using the memory buffer or is using 
disk array resources more. 
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1.8.4 Changes on the Space Monitor screen 

1.8.4.1 Correction of an error with the presentation of information on FILESTREAM data file size 

In the new version we have corrected the error related to the size information of FILESTREAM Data 
files. The problem was getting wrong information from the system view. The problem has been 
resolved in the new version. Historical data due to the lack of backlink information about the size of 
FILESTREAM will not be corrected. 

 

1.8.4.2 Addition of information on the occupation at the file level 

Another change is related to the addition of information about file details in the Space Monitor tab 
at the Instance Analysis level. A new File Name column has been added to provide file location 
information in the file system. The user now has the option of displaying the data grouped by file, as 
in the example below. This option has been added on each of the tabs: 

▪ Current space, 
▪ Overview, 
▪ History. 
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1.8.5 Preview of log files in the browser 

In the new version we have added the ability to view DBPLUS Performance Monitor logs available in 
the form of files on the application server. This information is available in the main menu in Servers 
monitor> Logs. 
After entering the Logs overview tab, the User will be presented with default logs saved in the 
Repository database (Standard DB Log), that contain information about problems with possible 
monitoring. 
The User will also have the option of displaying information available in the logs available locally on 
the application server (Local file log). Information about problems is saved there when it is not 
possible to save this information in the repository database. 
The next log concerns information related to the application update process. This file is created 
during the application upgrade process (downloading the new version). We save information about 
changes made to the data model as well as the update process. 
In addition, information about the size of the file is displayed for each file. 

 

1.8.6 Verification of the monitoring procedure 

1.8.6.1 Process collecting data for monitoring  

In the latest version of the application, the presentation of information on the times of collecting data 
from monitored databases by the DBPLUSCATCHER Windows service has been more detailed. This 
information relates to the procedure for monitoring the database at 15-minute intervals. 
The data, as before, is available in the Logs tab at the detail level of the given database. From this 
version, by clicking on a row in the Snaps table runtime procedure, the User will receive detailed 
information on the next steps that make up the monitoring procedure. 

 
 

Then, by pointing to the step (in the Snap details table), the User receives information about the 
duration of the procedure and the number of rows processed (information available only for certain 
steps). 
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Information about the status of a given snap is contained in the Status column. If the monitoring 
process run correctly, a green dot will be displayed in the column. 
If one of the monitoring procedure steps has not been performed or has been interrupted and the 
step concerned is not critical, the User receives information about the reason for the interruption of 
the step and the status of the entire snap is presented in orange. 

 
 

If there was a problem with the connection at the time of the monitoring procedure or the problem 
concerned a critical step for a given procedure, the status information is written in red. 
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If the monitoring procedure is in progress, this information is visible in the status (running) field, as 
well as the Online steps refresh button is visible, after which the information on the monitoring 
procedure progress is refreshed.  

 
 
In addition, all problems related to the monitoring procedure are available in the form of a list on the 
Procedure Errors tab. 
Information on the monitoring procedure is also included in the form of a file on the application 
server. The file contains information about the last snap performed on a given database. The file is in 
the folder: C: \ ProgramData \ DBPLUS \ DPM.Web \ Snap 
Each file is marked with a digit assigned to the database when it is included in the monitoring 
(dbplus_central_servers table in the DBPLUS schema in the repository database). 
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1.8.6.2 Deleting historical data process 

Another change consists in separating the process of deleting historical data. Depending on the 
KEEP_SNAPSHOT_HISTORY_DAYS parameter (Performance in the Settings menu), the Performance 
Monitor application deletes historical data - older than the number of days in the parameter. Details 
(collected every 15 minutes) are deleted. Aggregated data for the whole day is never deleted and is 
stored throughout the monitoring period. 
The process of deleting detailed data is also monitored. The process runs every snap (15 minutes). 
Details about the process are available in the main menu Servers monitor> Logs in the Deletion tab 
runtime procedure. 
The page contains information about the total duration of the entire procedure, and about the time 
of individual components and the number of deleted records from dedicated tables from the DBPLUS 
schema in the repository database. 

 

1.8.7 New version available info 

From version 2020.1, information about available new versions of the DBPLUS Performance Monitor 
application will also be visible from the User's browser. If a new version of the application is available, 
information about it will be displayed on the Dashboard main screen. 
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After clicking the button, the User will receive information about the changes contained in the new 
version and will be able to download the installer program. 

 
 

The button will be visible to all users by default, if you want to limit the visibility of the button, this 
can be done by disable access to the given functionality in the Configuration> Security menu (requires 
the Security option to be set to "ON"). 

 
 


